Winter Wonderland at Stockholm University
Snow, frost and beautiful photos of campus welcomed us in 2018 at Stockholm University. The application period for study programmes starting this autumn had 13,035 applications for masters, and 1,986 candidates for bachelors programmes from 161 countries. We hope many will come and study with us!

Lecture with Iceland’s President held at campus
On 18 January, The President of Iceland Mr Gudni Th. Jóhannesson gave an open lecture titled “Are We Unique? The Need for Nationalism in the Age of Globalization” at Stockholm University in the presence of His Majesty the King of Sweden.

Swedish Japanese collaboration project
MIRAI is a collaboration project between seven Swedish universities and eight Japanese universities connecting Swedish and Japanese universities through research, education and innovation.

Orientation Day 2018
Orientation Day and Week has come and gone for international students spring 2018. Did you miss the programme? View the film from the Orientation Day.

A degree from Stockholm University leads to a job
Two thirds of our international alumni have mostly positive study experiences from Stockholm University according to an alumni survey conducted by the University in 2017.

A quick glance can be enough to see if someone’s sick
Onlookers can detect small differences in the mouths, eyes, and skin of people who are sick. The research study from Stockholm University and Karolinska Institutet has just been published in Royal Society Proceedings B and has garnered major international publicity.

Two main migrations after the last ice age
A new international research study suggests Scandinavia was populated by two main migrations after the last glacial maximum: an initial migration of groups from the south and a migration from the north-east, following the ice-free Atlantic coast.

The origin of water’s unusual properties found
Using x-ray lasers, researchers at Stockholm University have been able to map out how water fluctuates between two different states when it is cooled.
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